INFORMATION FOR ORDERING ACTIVITIES

CONTRACT NUMBER: GS-30F-021AA
Schedule: 23V AUTOMOTIVE SUPERSTORE
Contract Ending Period: 4/28/18

Contract Holder: Stewart-Amos Equipment Co, 2700 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, PA 17111
(800)-482-2302 Fax: (717)-564-3824 www.stewart-amos.com

Business Size: Small Business
Tax Identification Number (TIN): 23-1394176
Manufacturer’s Cage Code: 9G369

Contract Administrator & Sales Contact: John Paraschak - 717-514-6119 - john@stewart-amos.com

1a. Special Item Number (SIN)  
#271-104 – Snow Maintenance and Cleaning Equipment and Attachments

1b. Lowest Priced Model: Galaxy R-4 $96,963.22
2. Maximum Order: $2,000,000
3. Minimum Order: $100
4. Geographic Coverage: Contiguous USA & CONUS shipping ports for overseas delivery
5. Point of Production: Stewart-Amos Sweeper CO, Harrisburg, PA, 17111
6. Prices: Prices shown in GSA Advantage! & Catalog are NET and the GSA discount has been applied.
7. Quantity Discount: None
8. Prompt Payment Terms: None

9a. Government Commercial Credit Card: Accepted
9b. Discount for Government Commercial Credit Card: None
10. Foreign Items: None

11a. Time of Delivery: 120 Days ARO (contact Contract Administrator for more specific info)
11b. Expedited Delivery: Contact Contract Administrator
11c. Overnight and 2-day Delivery: Contact Parts Department at 800-482-2302.
11d. Urgent Requirements: Please call the Parts Department at 800-482-2302.
12. F.O.B Point: Destination – for the 48 Contiguous states & Washington, D.C. (For AK, HI & PR, transportation charges from embarkation point to destination are to be paid by the U.S. government.)
13. Ordering Address: Stewart-Amos Equipment Co., 2700 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, PA 17111-1031
14. Payment Address: SAME AS ABOVE. Attention: CHRIS WISE cwise@stewart-amos.com
15. Warranty Provisions: Manufacturer’s Standard Commercial Warranty
16. Export Packing Charges: Per Quotation - Contact Contract Administrator
17. Terms and Conditions of Credit Card Acceptance: No discount for payment by credit card
18. Rental, Maintenance or Repair - Contact service department 800-482-2302
19. Machine Installation: Contact Contract Administrator (CONUS)
20. Replacement Parts: Call Parts Department 800-482-2302
21. List of Service Dealers: Contact Contract Administrator
22. List of Participating Dealers: Contact Contract Administrator
24a. Special Attributes: See individual machine information listed in price catalog/literature.
25. Duns # 058712936
26. Central Contractor Registration: YES.
WHO WE ARE – COMPANY PROFILE

The Stewart-Amos Sweeper Co. is the fastest growing US manufacturer of chassis mounted mechanical broom and regenerative air street sweepers. We bring fresh ideas to an old, established industry. We’ve introduced 8 new models in the last 8 years, with more on the way.

Stewart-Amos Sweeper Co. is a division of Stewart-Amos Equipment Co., holder of our small business GSA contract - GS 30F-021AA.

Stewart-Amos Equipment Co. was founded in 1938 as a mineral processing equipment supplier. In 1947, we began distributing road building equipment including early street sweepers. To minimize maintenance costs of our growing rental fleet, we decided to design & build our own street sweeper.

Our first rental sweeper was designed to provide maximum up-time & low operating costs, while being simple, & easy to use, troubleshoot, & maintain. This original “effectively simple” design has been the blueprint for all subsequent Stewart-Amos models & feature enhancements.

WHAT SETS US APART - “Effectively Simple” Products

To us, effectively simple means using parts & system components that: are uncomplicated; extremely reliable; easily sourced; & are inexpensive to fix repair/replace if worn out or damaged. At Stewart-Amos Sweeper, we strive to build effectively simple into every new product & enhancement we offer.

LARGE NUMBER OF MODELS TO MATCH NEARLY EVERY NEED

We manufacture 8 Starfire mechanical broom units in 4, 4.5, 5 and 6 yd³ hopper capacities – single & twin engines. We also manufacture 3 mid-sized Galaxy regenerative air street sweepers.

Five models are mounted on non-CDL chassis. This makes them highly maneuverable and ideal for non-professional drivers. These include the: Galaxy R-4, R-6, R-6XL and Starfire S-4c & S-4XL. The Starfire S-4c is mounted on an extremely tight 16'9" turning cab-over chassis that is extremely fuel efficient and quiet. It provides unmatched maneuverability like a 3-wheel sweeper, yet travels at highway speeds between job-sites. This makes it perfect for cleaning tighter, more confined areas like cul-de-sacs, narrow tree lined streets and alleyways.

Our products are extremely effective for use on military bases, airfields, federal administrative campuses, ports, warehousing, national parks, and disaster relief projects. They clean all types of debris including: fine dust, road & construction, heavy sand & millings, crowd debris, rock & stone.

EASY TO OPERATE, SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN

Stewart-Amos makes 11 models all based on one simple, time proven design. This means they share nearly 90% parts compatibility between models. This is one reason why we can provide upwards of 95% same day parts shipments (if orders received before 1 PM eastern) and nearly 98% the next day. However, many customers find it just as easy to access most parts locally.

Whatever your sweeping needs, changes are Stewart-Amos Sweeper Co. has the right solution to get your job done.

We invite you to learn more by visiting our website www.stewart-amos.com. Or contact John Paraschak (Federal Contract Administrator) at 717-514-6119 john@stewart-amos.com